RadiPac with resonance avoidance.
Smoother operation and longer life due to condition monitoring.

About ebm-papst.
ebm-papst is a leader in ventilation and drive engineering technology and a much sought-after engineering partner in many industries. With
around 20,000 different products, we have the perfect solution for practically every requirement. We believe the consistent further development
of our highly-efficient GreenTech EC technology provides our customers with the best opportunities for the future in industrial digitization.
With GreenIntelligence, ebm-papst already offers intelligent networked complete solutions that are unique anywhere in the world today.

Six reasons that make us the ideal partner:
Our systems expertise: as experts in advanced motor technology,
electronics and aerodynamics, we provide system solutions from
a single source.
Our spirit of invention: our 600 engineers and technicians will
develop a solution that precisely fits your needs.
Our lead in technology: with our EC technology and
GreenIntelligence, we combine the highest energy efficiency with
the advantages of IoT and digital networking.

Closeness to our customers: at 49 sales offices worldwide.
Our standard of quality: our quality management is uncompromising,
at every step in every process.
Our sustainable approach: we assume responsibility with our
energy-saving products, environmentally-friendly processes, and
social commitment.

The next level of Green.
Sustainability and environmental protection are not mere buzzwords for us. They are an important part of our company philosophy.
Our commitment includes green production, dealing responsibly
with resources and society, and finished products that use energy
efficiently – things for which our globally respected GreenTech
label has stood for many years.
GreenIntelligence is the logical next step in the evolution of GreenTech.
In a nutshell, it is everything GreenTech stands for, e nhanced by
the possibilities and opportunities of digital connectivity, the Internet
of Things, and artificial intelligence. For our customers, that means
we bring their applications to a completely new level by a dding
new value that goes far beyond the purely physical capabilities of
individual fans or drives. Think of remote monitoring, predictive
maintenance, or self-optimizing processes: ebm-papst makes all
of these things possible today with integrated complete solutions
featuring smart connectivity for ventilation and drive engineering
applications. Or simply: the next level of Green.
gi.ebmpapst.com
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Here is how much GreenIntelligence there is in RadiPac
with resonance detection:
–– Increased functionality for fault analysis and rectification
–– Simple condition monitoring with intuitive operation
–– Full control over all settings and activities
–– Determination of the improved resonant range and thereby
a longer service life for fans and lower maintenance costs
–– All required hardware and software components
from a single supplier

The RadiPac is self-sufficient.

Complete control
The software provided by ebm-papst contains everything you
need for status monitoring and vibration analysis. You can adjust all
settings manually, determine your own limit v alues, and define
subsequent actions.

Vibration velocity

Fig. 1: Vibration characteristics of the fan

Vibration velocity

An example:
Each RadiPac centrifugal fan in the as-delivered condition features
a resonance characteristic unique to itself; this is created by the
residual imbalance of the rotating mass, and is not critical. This
means that during start-up, the fan always passes through at least
one frequency range with increased, yet within permissible limits, vibration velocity. (Fig. 1 shows a RadiPac with the typical unique resonance characteristic.) If the fan is installed in an AHU, this frequency
range may shift and/or increase to an impermissible amount (Fig. 2).
Constant operation in an impermissible range could lead to premature failures. Noticeable vibration velocities may occur during continuous operation, perhaps due to contamination of the impeller
and the resulting imbalance, or due to devices in close range which
generate atypical resonances (Fig. 3). It is exactly here that the innovative self-detection software of the RadiPac centrifugal fans takes
center stage. During initial commissioning or even further operation,
the operator starts a routine whereby the fan is started from standstill all the way to the nominal speed with all nearby equipment also
in operation. If the software detects critical vibration velocities,
these speed ranges are left out during normal operation – meaning
that although they are passed through during start-up, continuous
operation in these ranges is prevented (Fig. 4).

Limit value

Fan on its own

Limit value

Speed

Fan in AHU

Fan on its own

Fig. 2: Vibration characteristics in the AHU

Vibration velocity

The solution:
Vibration sensors in the RadiPac centrifugal fans detect resonances
outside the permissible limit, which allows the control software to
avoid them in continuous operation. During commissioning, a test
start-up is carried out during which the vibration levels over the entire speed range are analyzed. If excessively high vibration velocities are detected, the control software automatically adjusts so
that these critical speed ranges are “quickly passed through” in future operation.

The most important functions at a glance:
–– Simple status monitoring and vibration analysis
–– Suppression of critical speed ranges
–– Warning or shutdown in the event of imbalance

Limit value

Speed

External vibration

Fan in AHU

Fig. 3: Vibration characteristics in the AHU with additional
external vibration source, e.g. compressor

Vibration velocity

The challenge:
Centrifugal fans are used in various ventilation units and air con
ditioners. Depending on the installation situation, previously
unforeseeable speed ranges may result in increased vibrations.
This could, for example, be caused by resonances due to residual
imbalances or interactions with the mechanical environment, or
even contaminated impellers. Frequent operation of the fan in
problematic areas can damage the bearing and lead to premature
failures. Although these vibrations are measurable for the system
operator, they are not easily remedied; even fault analysis following
the failure is difficult.
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Speed

Fan in AHU

Fan on its own

Fig. 4: Vibration characteristics with speed range left out

Speed
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First-rate design and monitoring
in every sense.
High-performance impeller
High static efficiency
–– Aerodynamically optimized blade channel
–– Integrated radial diffuser
–– Inlet ring tuned to impeller
Low noise emission
–– Diagonal trailing edge for optimal flow control
–– Integrated radial diffuser
Minimal vibration
–– Dynamic balancing of impeller rotor unit minimizes
induced structure-borne noise and reduces bearing load
Rugged design
–– Suitable for constantly high peripheral speeds
–– Corrosion-resistant aluminum
–– Airfoil blades for highest efficiency

Electronics and connection area
Adaptable
–– Infinitely variable speed adjustment
–– Control signal 0 –10 V DC and MODBUS
Universally deployable
–– Wide voltage range for use worldwide
–– Suitable for use with 50 and 60 Hz networks
Safe operation
–– Integrated locked-rotor and thermal overload protection
–– Environment-resistant cable glands
Simple commissioning
–– Central terminal area for supply connection, alarm relay,
as well as control and communication
–– Safe separation of terminal area and electronics
–– High-quality terminals
–– No adjustment effort
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Resonance detection
Increased functionality
–– Simple status monitoring and vibration analysis
–– Test start-up during initial operation
–– Specification of limit values and suppression of
critical speed ranges
Intuitive operation
–– Full control over all settings and activities
–– Hardware and software from a single supplier
Longer service life and lower maintenance costs
–– Speed remains in noncritical resonant range
–– Warning and/or shutdown in the event of
continuous imbalance

Support bracket
Easy installation in AHU
–– Complete system
for quick and easy installation
–– Nozzle plate for easy attachment of fan to
equipment wall
–– Installation with horizontal OR vertical
motor shaft
–– Compactness enables new design flexibility
Aerodynamically perfected
–– Aerodynamically efficient
–– Optimized factory positioning of nozzle

GreenTech EC motor
Unbeatably compact
–– The impeller is mounted directly on the rotor
of the motor
High efficiency
–– Low copper and iron losses
–– Synchronous running prevents slip losses
–– Use of permanent magnets prevents
magnetic hysteresis losses in the rotor
Economical operation
–– Optimized commutation enables partial-load
operation down to 1:10 with sustained high
efficiency
Low-noise emission
–– Commutation and stator design ensure
low-noise magnetization of main field
–– High, acoustically imperceptible cycle
frequency
Long service life
–– Maintenance-free bearings
–– Brushless commutation
Safe operation
–– Insulated bearing system to prevent bearing
currents
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Outer dimensions …
RadiPac centrifugal fans with status monitoring and resonance
avoidance are available in the selected sizes 450–560, including support bracket. Thanks to a perfectly coordinated complete system
and plug & play, installation is very simple – as is connecting the
described functions to the control software, as this is supplied at the
same time by ebm-papst. Even integration into existing building
management systems is easy thanks to the MODBUS-RTU interface.
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Item number

Size

A

B

C

D

E

F

K3G450-PA31-03

450

440

370

15

630

ø 11 (8x)

580

K3G500-PA28-03

500

471

401

15

630

ø 11 (8x)

580

K3G500-PB24-03

500

471

401

15

630

ø 11 (8x)

580

K3G560-PB31-03

560

507

437

15

800

ø 11 (8x)

750

All dimensions in mm, data sheets on request. Subject to technical changes.
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… and inner values.
The measured data form the basis for our design program,
FanScout, which is available on request. This software can be used
to calculate the expected operating costs or to perform lifecycle
cost analyses.

Nominal
voltage range

Frequency

Speed1

Max. power
consumption1

Max. input
current1

Permitted
ambient
temperature

Weight

Measurements for fan characteristic curves are carried out on
state-of-the-art chamber test rigs. The entire fan unit, consisting
of motor, control electronics and impeller, is measured in various
load states to ensure that we obtain reliable data and that you
can count on these values being achieved when selecting your fan.
So there are no unpleasant surprises when commissioning the fans.

Item number

Size

VAC

Hz

rpm

W

A

°C

kg

K3G450-PA31-03

450

3~ 380–480 V

50/60

2,480

4,500

6.80

–25 to +40

21.3

K3G500-PA28-03

500

3~ 380–480 V

50/60

1,890

3,800

5.90

–25 to +40

22.2

K3G500-PB24-03

500

3~ 380–480 V

50/60

2,000

4,200

6.40

–25 to +45

26.6

K3G560-PB31-03

560

3~ 380–480 V

50/60

1,700

4,400

6.60

–25 to +40

27.8

Nominal data

Pa

in wg

1 Nominal data at operating point with maximum load and 400 VAC.
Data sheets on request. Subject to technical changes.
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Want to find out more?
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We are happy to assist you:
Ralf Mühleck
Phone: +49 7938 81-7035
Ralf.Muehleck@de.ebmpapst.com

1

400

or follow us at:
www.ebmpapst.com/radipac
P fs

0

qv

2500

4000

5000

8000

7500

12000

10000

16000

cfm

m³/h
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